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CHAPTER I 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 
Introduction 
Scientific advancements in the past have caused a con-
tinual widening of the gap between the two realms of our know1 
experience--one, the scientific and practical; the other, 
moral ·and religious--until now we can attr ibute this division 
of our experience to the complete separation of state and 
1/ 
religious education.- At present, however, the feeling is 
growing that science and religion can and must exist side by 
side . Religious leaders today talk about many of the latest 
scientific developments with as much pride as the scientist 
who created them, while at the same time outstanding scien-
tists a re citing the need for greater moral thinking as re-
fleeted by our churches. True, there are still people who 
are debating religion versus science, but recent advance-
menta, particularly in the field of atomic physics, have 
caused people to see more than ever before that science and 
religion must develop and grow with mutual regard. 
Instruction of the youth of our nation in tbe areas of 
science is carried on mainly by our public schools while 
!(John L. Childs, Education and Morals, Appleton-Century-
Crofts, Inc., New York, 1950, PP• 42, 123. 
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r.eligious thought is guided by the religious education 
activities of the various churches. Intense interest has 
developed in recent years as to the amount of religious edu-
cation given in our public schools and considerable research 
has been carried on in this area. On the other hand, little 
if any, research has been done as to how religious education 
activities of the churches are related to the subject matter 
areas of public schools. It might well be asked then, in 
this new era of reconciliation between science and religion, 
what science instruction is being given, either directly or 
indirectly, in the religious education programs of the 
churches. 
Statement of the Problem 
It is the purpose of this study to analyze the teaching 
materials used in the Methodist Church as related to science 
content. More specifically it is concerned with the topical 
subjects of science, the scientific method, and scientific 
attitudes as found in the most widely used teaching materials 
for young people six to seventeen years of age. 
Justification of the Problem 
While the academic interests of the writer have been in 
the area of general science, considerable time bas been 
spent in religious work as an assistant Sunday school super-
intendent and as a Sunday school teacher in the Methodist 
Church. Recent passages of scientific nature found in 
3 
yarious church school publications have aroused the interest 
of the author in the problem of this thesis. 
The modern teacher in science, as in every subject, is 
as interested in the out-of-school learning activities of th 
pupils as in the teacher-initiated class activities. Inves-
tigations related to science learnings aside from regular 
classroom instruction have been carried on in various areas. 
y' 
Hopkins surveyed scientific articles found in the news-
paper and magazines most widely read in Denver, Colorado. 
gj 
Searle and Ruch also inv~tigated scientific articles in 
magazines as did DeLoach in more recent years. All of the 
surveys cited were conducted because the authors felt that 
the materials surveyed were used widely enough to be of 
general concern to educators. Still more recently, special 
emphasis has been given to the science content of magazine 
!I 
advertisements by Berkowitz. However, few, if any, investi 
gations have been made in the religious education programs 
as they are related to science instruction. 
1 L. Thomas Hopkins, "A Study of Magazine and Newspaper 
cience Articles with Relation to Courses in Science in High 
School," School Science and Mathematics, (November, 1925}, 
25:783-79 • 
2/A. H. Searle and G. M. Ruch, "A Study of Science Articles 
Tn Magazines," School Science and Mathematics, (April, 1926) 
26:389-392. 
'§/w. s. DeLoach, "The Scientific Articles in Popular 
Magazines," Science Education, (October, 1941), 25:274. 
!(Ralph Berkowitz, Chemical and Physical Concepts in 
Magazine Advertisement s , Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1950. . 
4 
Religious education today is an influence that cannot b 
denied nor disregarded in its relation to public school in-
struction. There are as many young people enrolled in the 
Protestant Church Sunday schools of this nation as are en-
r olled in the public schools. · According to the latest stati -
tics from the International Council of Religious Education, 
t he total church school population in 1947 for all Protestan 
1/ 
denominations i n America was about 26,800,000-, while at the 
same time the public school population of youth from five to y 
eighteen years of age was about 25,000,000 • · More recent 
figures fo; 1the Sunday school population shows nearly ~ . 
28,900,000 youth enrolled in religious education programs. 
Allowing ~~r the fact that church school attendance averages 
about 55~ of the enrollment and that the enrollment include 
s ome pre-school age children as well as some adults, the 
figure of about 12,000,000 active youth in church schools 
still stands as an impressive one. Such a strong influence 
in our culture must have its effect on the way of thinking 
of our youth. 
1/The International Council of Religio~s Educat i on, Yearbook 
1950, The International Council of Religious Education, 
CEICago, Illinois, 1950, PP• 440-441. 
2/New York World-Telegram, The World Almanac, New York World 
~elegram, New York, 1950, pp. 688-689. 
yHelen F. Spaulding, "Trends in Religious Education 
-statistics", Religious Education, (January-February, 1951.), 
46:25. 
yc. A. Bowen, "The Editorial Division", Tenth Annual Rep0rt 
and Proceedinys, Yearbook, Board of Education , The Methodist 
Church, Nashv lle, 1950, p.294. 
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It is the feeling of the writer that a survey of Sunday 
school literature as related to science content would or 
could prove of value, not only to the teacher of science who 
is interested in the out-of-school learning activities of his 
pupils, but also to the editors of religious education 
materials. In this modern age of science, tben, is the re-
ligious approach to the world 1 s problems based to any appre-
ciable extent on scientific attitudes and the scientific 
method of rational thinking? If so , how much of an aid is it 
to our science education program? If not, how is it hinder-
ing the acquisition of a scientific way of thinking? This 
study hopes to answer these questions, at least in part. 
The Scope of this ·study 
This study is limited to the official Sunday school 
literature of the Methodist Church. It is concerned with 
the church school literature which is published by the 
Methodist Publishing House and circulated through the Board 
of Education of the Methodist Church. 
The Sunday school literature to be analyzed may be 
classified into these three main groups: the Closely Graded 
lessons ; the Group Graded lessons; and the story papers. 
The Closely Graded lessons are in permanent book form, with 
one book for each quarter of the year, and are graded for 
each individual age level.- The entire set of pupil readers 
and pupil guide books will be reviewed for ages nine through 
6 
fourteen. The Group Graded lessons are published periodical· 
ly. Because they complete a curriculum cycle every three 
years they will be reviewed far a period of three years with 
all issues of the 1947-1948-1949 cycle being reviewed. The 
age l evels for which the various lessons were constructed, 
as well as their classification, are given in Table 1. 
Table 1. The Methodist Church School Literature 
used in this Study showing Classification, 
Tit le, Age Level, and Publishing Data 
Classification & Title 
Story Papers 
Pictures and Stories ••••••• 
Trails for Juniors ••••••••• 
Boys TodaY••••••••••••••••• 
Girls TodaY•••••••••••••••• 
Classmate •••••••••••••••••• 
Group Graded Lessons 
Primary Class •••••••••••••• 
Junior QuarterlY•••••• •• ••• 
Lessons ·for Intermediates •• 
Bible Lessons for Youth •••• 
Highroad••••••••••••••••••• 1/ 
Closely Graded Lessons 
Junior Course IV••••••••••• 
Junior Course v ••••••••••• 
Junior Course VI••••••••••• 
Intermediate Course VII •••• 
Intermediate Course VIII ••• 
Intermediate Course IX ••••• 
J/In this study the Closely Graded Lessons I, II, and III 
were not reviewed. Since the lessons are · in permanent . book 
form and are used for several years, the circulation figures 
in Table 2 are comparatively small. 
7 
The materials to be analyzed were selected on the basis 
of their circulation figures for the year 1949, the assump-
tion being that the most widely circulated materials were the 
most widely used materials. Circulation figures are given in 
Table 2. All of the literature reviewed is that which was in 
current use in 1949, except for the Closely Graded lessons 
which include a few 1950 revisions of material. 
1/ 
Table 2. 1949 Circulation Figures- for the .Methodist Church 
Sunday School Literature used in this Study 
Title 
Story Papers 
Pictures and Stories ••••••••• 
Trails for Juniors •••••••• ~ •• 
Boys TodaY••••••••••••••••••• 
Girls Today ••••••••••••••••• ~ 
Classmate•••••••••••••••••••• 
Periodicals - Group Graded Lessons 
Primary ••••••••••.••••••• ~ ••• ~ 
Junior QuarterlY••••••••••••• 
Lessons for Intermediates~~.~ 
Bible Lessons for Youth •••••• 
Highroad••••••••••••••••••••• 
Closely Graded Lessons · 
Junior Course IV •• ~~~ •• ~ ••• ~~ 
Junior Course V.~ •• ~ ••••••• ~ 
Junior Course VI •••••••• ~~.~~ 
Intermediate Course VII.~ • ~; ~ 
Intermediate Course VIII ••• ~~ 
Intermediate Course IX ••••••• 
Net Paid Circulation 
for 
Oct.-Nov.-Dec., 1949 
25'7,588 
259;382 
119,884 
132;11'7 
326,974 
235,792 
2'71,184 
223,340 
208,1'74 
101,019 
62;388 
53,'792 
50;,086 
59;4'70 
42,594 
30,800 
1/Board of Education, The Methodist Church, Tenth Annual 
Report and Proceedings, The Methodist Publishing House, 
Nashville, 1950, pp. 323-325. 
The analysis will be of the printed lesson material 
that appears in the individual lessons and story papers. 
Direct quotations from the Bible will not be considered or 
8 
interpreted, nor will the usual Biblical references such as 
"read John 3:16". All other material, including comments on 
the Scriptures, will be analyzed . Special notations will be 
made concerning pictures and suggested pupil activities as 
they are related to the problem of this study. 
The analysis will be threefold in nature. Each of the 
materials will be studied to see to. what extent they con-
tribute to the three major objectives of science teaching: 
the knowledge, the understanding, and the use of (1) scien-
tific facts and principles, (2) scientific method, and 
(3) scientific attitudes. 
This study will attempt to determine only the topical 
areas of science in which facts and principles are presented y . 
in the church school literature. John Read established a 
list of the topical aree.s most commonly found in eleven of 
the best-selling general science texts, and his list will be 
used in this study to determine the general areas devoted to 
scientific discussion. 
The ten basic elements of the scientific method as 
1/John G •. Read, unpublished study of the subject-matter 
content of eleven best-selling general science texts, 
Boston University, 1949. 
I 
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determined by Keeslar will be used to determine to what ex-
tent references are made in the lessons and story papers to 
the scientific method of thinking. 
The contribution of the materials under investigation t 
the development of scientific attitudes will be decided upon 
by a comparison with the list of thirteen scientific atti-
tudes developed by Caldwell and Curtis. 
gj 
By an analysis of the church school teaching materials 
of the Methodist Church, the author hopes to provide a cross 
section of the science content that is being presented to a 
large percentage of our youth today through the various 
Protestant churches. As a result of this study, it may be-
come evident that additional research might be profitably 
dane in related areas. It is hoped that this study will 
prove of significance to both science teachers and to church 
publication editors. 
1/0reon Keeslar, "A Survey of Research Studies Dealing with 
the Elements of Scientific Method as Objectives of Instruc-
tion in Science," Science Education, (October, 1945), 31:216. 
I 
2/0tis w. Caldwell, Francis D. Curtis, and Nina Henry Sherman, 
ir'List of Scientific Attitudes, " Everyday Biology, Ginn and , 
Company, Boston, 1946, P• 624. 
========~==============~- ===============================================#========= 
CHAPTER II 
RB!IEW OF RESEARCH 
Science and Religion 
Science is not a word ba sic to Christianity. No refer-
ence can be found in the Bible to science as its meaning is 
understood today. The word itself, however, can be found in 
a few places in the Bible. Scien ce, as referred to in the 
Old Testament in Daniel 1:4, is generally accepted to mean 
knowledge: 
"Children in whom was no blemish, but well 
favoured, and skilful in all wisdom, and cunning 
in knowledge, and understanding science, and such 
as had ability in them to stand in the king's 
palace, and whom they might teach the learning 
and the tongue of the Chaldeans." 
1/ 
The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia- has this 
to say about science: 
'''Science' in the modern sense of the word, as 
the discovery and orderly classification and ex-
position of the phenomena and of the laws of 
Nature, is not found either in the OT or the NT 
unless tbe passage in Dnl be interpreted as mean-
ing the scient i fic knowledge which the learned 
men of Babylon possessed of ma thematics and 
astronomy, etc. See also Acts 7:22. To the 
Hebrew mind all natural phenomena meant the work-
ing o~ the hand o~ God in the world, directly and 
immediately, without the intervention of any 
secondary laws." 
1/James Orr, Editor, The International Standard Bible 
Encyclopedia, Vol. IV, The Howard-Severance Co., Chicago, 
1915, P• 2762. 
- 10 -
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Because science is not mentioned in the Bible does not 
mean, however, that its modern connotations are completely 
outside the churches' interest . The Protestant Church's 
view will be discussed presentl y under the heading concern! 
religious education curriculum. It might be interesting at 
this point, meanwhile, to cite the Catholic Church's view of 
science as set forth in a declaration of the Vatican Council 
(Se s s.III, de fide, c.4): 
"The Church, therefore, far from hindering 
the pursuit of arts and sciences, fosters and pro-
motes them in many ways ••• Nor does she prevent 
sciences, each in its sphere, from making use of 
their own principles and methods. Yet, while 
acknowledging the freedom due to them, she tries 
to preserve them from falling into errors contrary 
to Divine doctrine, and from overstepping their 
own boundaries and throwing into confusion matters 
that belong to the domain of faith."l/ 
The Catholic Church recogni zes the points of contact between 
the Church and the sciences as philosophy, history, law, and 
me di c ine. The Church sees only limited freedom for the 
sciences, not unlimited freedom. 
Many scientists have also noted the relation between 
science and religion. Newton, Faraday, Maxwell, Kelvin, and 
Raleigh were all religious men. Kelvin wrote, " I f you think 
strongly enough you will be forced by science to a belief in y 
God, which is the f ounda t ion of a 11 re 1 igi on" • 
!/The Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol. XIII, Robert Appleton Co., 
New York, 1912, p. 608. 
g/Ropert A. Millikan, "Religion and Science", Christian 
Education, (Sept. 1947), 30:271. 
12 
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Robert Millikan bas indicated, as well as anyone, the 
present feeling as to the relationship between science and 
religion. 
"The purpose of science is to develop with-
out prejudice or preconception of any kind, a 
knowledge of the facts, the laws, and the proc-
esses of nature. The even more. important task 
of religion is to develop the consciences, the 
ideals and the aspirations of mankind. Science 
without religion may become a curse, but science 
dominated by the spirit of religion is the key 
to progress and the hope of the future.".!/ 
The Methodist Church and Other Religious Bodies 
To be able to better understand the significance of thi 
study it _seems necessary that the relationship of the 
Methodist Church to other religious groups be understood, 
particularly in regards to its size and influence in the 
United States today. 
The total religious population of the United States in 
1949 was 79,777,480, as indicated in Table 3. 
Table 3. Religious Populations for 
the United States, 1949 g/ 
Religious Group 
Protestant •••••• ~.~~~. 
Roman Catholic.~ ••• ~~. 
Jewish •••••••••••••••• 
Total •••••••• 
The Methodist Church •• 
Population 
48;059,137 
26;718,343 
5,000,000 
79,777,480 
8,567,772 
1/ op. cit. , p. 272 • .. 
g/~Ae World Almanac, 
PP• 688-689. 
New York World-Telegram, New York, 1950,1 
·L l= 
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Of this total about 48,000,000, or 60~, of the t otal reli-
gious population was Protestant. The largest single denomi-
nation among the Protestant groups was the Methodist Church 
with 8,567 1 772 members. It can readily be seen that the 
Methodist Church includes about 11% of the total religious 
population, or about 18% of the Protestant population. In 
view of the fact that there are 239 religious bodies making I 
up the Protestant faith, it is significant that about one- 11 
fifth of the members belong to the Methodist Church. Howeve , , 
when the number of young people reached by the churches 
through their religious education programs is considered, 
role of the Methodist Church becomes even more evident. 
The Sunday School - Yesterday and Today 
The Sunday, or Sabbath school, has been received whole-
heartedly by nearly all Protestant groups, but has not been 
as well received by the Cath olic and Jewish groups. The 
Roman Catholic Church has favored the establishment of 
parochial and other day schools while the Jewish educational 
leaders have emphasized weekday after-school classes. The 
discussion following is in reference only to Protestant 
church schools. 
About 1900, the Sunday school was just becoming a commo ' 
1/ 
part of the total church program.- By 1906, following the 
1/Helen F. Spaulding, "Trends in Religious Education 
Statistics," Religious Education, (January-February, 1951), 
46:25-29. 
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J first religious census of the century, a total of 16,223,466 
children were enrolled in Sunday schools. Sunday schools at 
that time numbered 178,214 and were manned by 1,648,664 of- i 
fleers and teachers. The next years saw a very rapid growth 
of the schools, and by 1916 an increase in enrollment of 35% 
was experienced. From 1916-1926 gains were decidedly slower 
I and the decade from 1926-1936 actually showed a loss in chuz ch 
school enrollment. The last ten or more years, however, havE 
shown a rapid gain in enrollment, a trend which appears to bE 
continuing. Today we find 26,753,775 enrolled in 241,672 
Sunday schools. 
Table 4 shows the total Protestant enrollment. The 
Methodist Church, with 5,313,811 Sunday school members, has 
by far the largest church school program for a single denomi· 
nation. The second largest group, the National Baptist Con-
vention, u.s.A. Inc., lists only 1,357,493 pupils. It is 
interesting to note that _the average Sunday school in 1949 
had an enrollment of 108. 
Table 4. Protestant Church School Enrollment 
y 
No. of Sunday Church Schoois 
1. Total for co-operating religious 
bodies (35) in the International 
Council of Religious Education •• 
2. For all (239) religious bodies •• 
3. The Methodist Church •••••••••••• 
. 144,392 
241,672 
38,031 
No. of Pupils 
16,598,140 
26,753,775 
5,313,811 
1/The International Council of Religious Education, Yearbook · 
!'950, The International Council of Religious Education, I' 
Chicago, Illinois, 1950, PP• 440-441. I 
I. 
I . II 
I 
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The latest figures for the Methodist Church are sho\~ i ~ 
Table 5. During the past five years the Church school mem-
bership has increased by 1,010,084, or 21%. The average at-
tendance in the Methodist Sunday school increased 23%. All 
the statistics seem to indicate that the Sunday school is a 
growing institution that has wide-spread influence. 
. ]) 
Table 5. Methodist Church School EnrolL~ent, 1949 
Officers and Teachers ••••••• ~ •• ~ 
Children (0-11 years of age) ••• ~ 
Youth (12-23 Years of age) ••• ~~. 
Adults (24 years and older •••••• 
Total •••••••••• 
485,410 
2,181,251 
1,169,024 
1,951,907 
5,787,592 
Religious Education Objectives 
Before the educational materials of the Methodist 
Church are considered, some reference should be made to the 
generally accepted objectives of religious education. Prot-
estant or Christian religious thought is based on the life 
and teachings of Jesus Christ. As such it is mainly inter-
ested in the moral and spiritual development of individuals 
and in the teaching of Christian living. 
Christian education is devoted to helping persons live 
as Christians, that is,facing all of the problems of life 
gc. A. Bowen,"The Editorial Division," Tenth Annual Report 
and Proceedings, Board of Education, The Methodist Church, 
1950, p. 319. 
in terms of Christian values and purposes. Bower says: 
"Thus we see that from the beginning to the 
present time the conception of the curriculum as 
knowledge has persisted throughout in one for.m 
or another. At first it was the result of the 
unreflecting adherence of the group to the ex-
perience of the past as that experience was pre-
served in literary forms. In its later develop~ 
ment it was the result of a philosophic and 
psychological interest that elaborated a philos-
ophy of education and a careful technique for 
transmitting the accumulated inheritance of the 
past. In ·its latest development it is the re-
sult of the discovery of important scientific 
data that are also useful for the prosecution 
of the enterprise of individual and social liv-
ing. And this conception is the conception 
that on the whole dominates both secular and 
religious education of the present t:lme."l/ 
Fiske wrote in 1931: 
"Hence Christian education aims to train 
teachable persons to demonstrate the social ideals 
of Jesus in co-operation with their neighbors, and 
thus build up a spiritualized, brotherly comnnmi ty, 
with a Christlike church at the heart of it; and 
by practicing world friendship, to extend their 
Christian social order throughout the world, thus 
realizing Christ's vision of the Kingdom of God."g/ 
16 
Christian education, then,does not teach subject matter 
such as science, but does tend to give religious interpreta-
tions to subject matter areas. Earlier discussions con-
cerning the curriculum of religious education paid little 
heed to science either as facts or a way of thinking. 
pwi11iam Clayton Bower, The Curriculum of Religious Educa-
tion, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1925, p. 23. 
2/G. Walter Fiske, Studies in Religious Education, 
Cokesbury Press, Nashville, Tennessee, 1931, p. 82. 
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More recent writers, however, have shown a growing interest 
in the role of science in Christian education. As early as 
1924 Betts tackled the problem of the scientific method as 
related to religious thinking this way: 
"No person can use or understand scientific 
method whose mind is not open to truth, no matter 
whence it comes or what its implications. Those 
who believe in a "finished" revelation to favored 
individuals belonging to a definitely "chosen" 
group; those who pin their faith to an infallible 
church or accept dogmatic authority assumed by 
individuals in ecclesiastical and theological 
matters; those who demand a literal Scripture 
and a closed canon; those possessed of con-
victions unaccompanied by an open mind for new 
truth - all such persons will deny the validity 
of scientific method as applied to religious 
questions, asserting that religion is in a sphere 
of its own, not to be subjected to the same laws 
and methods that apply to other phases of human 
experience. 
On the other hand, those who believe in 
religion as a progressive revelation worked out 
under Divine Providence, but in the processes 
of human relationships and experiences; those 
who believe that religion is a part of an inte-
gral life process and a vit~l function operating 
conjointly with other factors in human experience; 
those who believe that religious truth is a part 
of a larger body of universal truth and in harmony 
with it; those who conceive of religion as a way 
of life rather than the acceptance of particular 
forms and observances - such persons will have no 
difficulty in accepting scientific method as an 
instrument in the discovery and application of 
further truth in the field of religious ex-
perience."!/ 
!/George Herbert Betts, The Curriculum of Religious 
Education, The Abingdon Press, New York, 1924, pp. 178-179. 
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Soares in 1928 became even more definite in stating the 
place of scientific thinking in religion: 
"We are committed to the scientific method 
to the fullest extent to which it can be applied. 
Nothing is to be accepted but as conclusion fram 
the ascertained facts of observation. This is 
the very antithesis of prejudice. Every opinion 
held prior to judgment must be qalled in question 
and examined. Loyalties, as feelings of worth, 
are themselves facts and are not required to 
justify themselves; but as soon as loyalties 
become ideas, opinions, the scientific method 
demands that the feeling quality be withdrawn 
and that the ideas and opinions maintain them-
selves solely on the basis of evidence. When-
ever the loyalties give rise to conduct, the 
scientific method requires that such conduct 
be assessed according to the criteria of social 
value.".!/ 
The full impact of the new scientific age was being fel , 
by religious education leaders by 1930. Paul Vieth made a 
strong appeal for the inclusion of scientific material in 
the religious education curriculum. 
nsooner or later, in the experience of 
growing persons, the problem of God's working 
in a world of natural law will present itself. 
Religious teaching in the past has made the 
road particularly difficult at this point. 
Our text materials have consisted of a litera-
ture which arose in a prescientific age ••••••• 
It is unfortunate that young people 
should be forced into the ~ilemna of choosing 
between the authority of science and .the 
authority of religious tradition ••••••••••••• 
Here is a field for religious education 
if ever there was onel Unless religion can 
be made a growing experience, interpreting and 
1/Theodore Gerald Soares, Religious Education, The 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1928, p. 269. 
I 
Uni vers it1· 
. I 
sustaining life at all stages or its expanding 
horizons, providing a philosophy of life which 
includes science in its scope even before the 
problems of conflict arise, then religious edu-
cation has fallen short of its highest 
objectives."1/ 
More recent years have seen an earnest study of the 
19 
gj 
place of science in religious education programs. Elliott , 
writing in 1947, gave thought to the use of extra-Biblical 
material. He reasoned that if a religious interpretation is 
not given to the knowledge youth are gaining outside of the 
church in such areas as science, history, and government, 
some of the most significant opportunities for religious 
education are missed. Christian faith, he suggested, can be 
enriched through a larger knowledge of man, nature, and the 
universe. 
A still more definite step toward the inclusion of 
science in the materials is in~cated by the proposed ex-
perimental curriculum of Chave in which he advocates one 
of eight units be "Appreciation of the Universe". Such a 
unit would provide a whole curriculum phase with an op-
portunity for much science learning. 
i/Paul H. Vieth, Objectives in Religious Education, 
Harper and Brothers, New York, 1930, pp. 221-222. 
g/Harrison s. Elliot~,Can Religious Education be Christian, 
The MacMillan Co., 1940, P• 135. I 
3/Ernest J. Chave, A Functional Approach to Reli~ious Educa ~ 
"tion, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1 4'7, P• 1~4· :1 
IL 
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Religious Education Curriculum Patterns 
Prior to 1872 there was no organized curriculum in 
.!1 Protestant churches. About the turn of the century the 
International Sunday School lessons were adopted by many of 
the churches, the lessons becoming known as the Uniform Les-
sons. This type of curriculum was not adjusted to age level 
so that all ages studied the same lesson, although each les-
son was worded according · to general age levels. The lessons 
were based on a common theme, a common portion of Scripture, 
and a common memory passage. The need for graded lessons 
soon became evident, and so about 1908 the Closely Graded 
Lessons appeared. Following the trend, the Uniform lessons 
soon appeared in revised form, adopting some of the provi-
sions of the Closely Graded Lessons. These new lessons be-
came known as the Improved Uniform Lessons. 
In 1920 a complete study by a Commission of Seven was 
made of the religious education curriculum. Among the 
recommendations of this group was the suggestion that the 
Closely Grade'd Lessons be turned over to the separate denomi-
nations and that the Improved Uniform series be reissued 
again as Uniform Lessons. 
Although the uniform materials are still widely used, 
1Jwi11iam Clayton Bower and Percy Roy Hayward, Protestantism 
Faces Its Educational Task Together, C. c. Nelson Publish-
ing Co., Appleton, Wisconsin, l949·, pp. 66-88. 
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there is a definite movement toward the other types of mate-
y' 
rials. Bowen says that the Uniform Lessons at present are 
becoming more and more adult centered. The general curricu-
lum patterns now in use have been described under the fol-
. y 
lowing headings by Bowen. 
(1) The main line materials are those lessons prepared 
by the individual denominations and used directly by the lo-
cal church schools. (2) Within this general group there are 
also main line materials with variations which simply imply 
the addition of supplementary material to the regular lessons. 
All of this material just referred to is based on the 
objectives of the International Council of Religious Educa-
tion and is modified by the individual denominations. That 
these materials are still not related sufficiently to the 
pupils' lives is made evident by a recent statement by 
Lindhorst: 
" ••••• they are not sufficiently functional. 
Long units for youth and older boys and girls 
on the content of relig ion without seeing it 
sufficiently related to the ongoing daily ex-
perience of the learner is not conducive to 
influencing the living of persons."Y 
1/c. A. Bowen, "Curriculum Patterns for the Church School", 
Orientation in · Reli~ious Education, Abington-Cokesbury Press 
New York, l950, p. 05. 
g/Ibid., p. 101-113. 
3/Frank A. Lindhorst, "Religion in the Educational Develop-
ment of Society", Religious Education., (Sept.-Oct • ., 1950), 
45:267-274. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Th~s need for functionality is probably res~onsible for 
the following two types of curriculum. {3) The local church 
curriculum is that program built by the leaders of local 
church schools. Such a program might utilize all types of 
materials. {4) The free ·curriculum is typified by that pro-
gram where teachers and pupils develop their own curriculum 
from meeting to meeting. Of the various type of programs 
mentioned, however, the main line materials are the most 
widely used. 
There are three main ways in which materials are graded. 
The group graded or cycle graded lessons are materials built 
according to the various church school departments: 
beginners, ages 4-5; primary, ages 6-8; junior, ages 9-11; I 
intermediate, ages 12-14; and senior, ages 15-17. Within eacl 
department there is no gradation of materials. The beginners 
lessons run in a two-year cycle, while the remaining group 
graded lessons run in three-year cycles. 
The closely graded lessons are graded to each individual 
class level from . age 6 through age 15. 
The third type of grading system is that whiah has al-
ready been mentioned, the Uniform Lessons. These lessons lay 
little emphasis on class level. 
Graded lessons, although still being revised constantly, 
are considered the better type of lesson since they are the 
results of specific aims and objectives. 
L ===~,-~=============== 23 
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Methodist Church School Literature 
The General Board of Education of the Methodist Church 
is the body responsible for all of the educational materials 
of the church. The materials are edited by the Editorial 
Division of the Board of Education. Curriculum planning is I 
considered a very vital part of the total program and is car j 
ried on by a special curriculum committee. The general pro-
cedure for curriculum construction is as follows: 
"Most of the outlines ••••• were prepared 
in original form through the lesson committees 
of the International Council of Religious Edu-
cation - either by the committee on the Graded 
Series or the Committee on the Uniform Series. 
Staff members of the General Board of Education 
participate in the work of these committees, 
several of them being chairman of subcommittees. 
After preparation by the committees, the out-
lines are sent to the denominations for review 
and criticism. Suggestions made by the denomi-
nations are taken into account in producing the 
final approved descriptions. 
At this point in the process the outlines 
come to the Curriculum Committee of the General 
Board of Education. They are then examined 
carefully by our own committees on curricplum 
for children, youth, adults, and leadership 
education, and revisions made to adapt the out-
lines to their use by our own Methodist con-
stituency. After approval by the Curriculum 
Committee they are printed ••••• and are ready 
to go to the writers for development."l/ 
The task of the Curriculum Committee is very important !
1
. 
when it is considered that over 6,000,000 persons within the 
1/Editorial Division of the General Board of Education of th ! 
Methodist Church, Outlines of Curriculum, Oct. 1950-
Sept. 1951, The Methodist Publishing House, Nashville, 
1949, P• 5. 
1 
I 
Methodist Church use the materials thus produced. 
Little direct evidence can be found in curriculum poli-
cies which indicate that the curriculum committee gives any 
special consideration to science content. The committee be-
lieves "that curriculum must be closely related to life in 
. .!1 
all of its areas", so it is evident that some areas of 
science would be covered. To what extent science is covered 
in the religious curriculum will be determined in part by 
this study. 
That the materials published are actually used is borne 
out by the fact that about 70~of the officers and teachers 
of the Methodist Church are using Methodist materials. Cir-
culation figures for children's literature (ages 0-11) indi-
cate that circulation averages about 80% of the enrollment 
while that for youth (ages 12-23) is abou~ 63~ of enrollment. 
The regular lessons of the Methodist Church are the 
Group-Graded lessons and the Closely Graded lessons. These 
materials are used as regular Sunday school texts. In ad-
dition, however, story papers are published periodically 
which provide additional supplementary material. The story 
papers are graded according to general age groups. 
1/Board of Education, The Methodist Church, Yearbook, ~~ 
The Methodist Publishing House, Nashville, P• 298. 
g/Ibid., P• 319. 
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The Editorial Division- does not place any lesser emphasis 
on the story papers: "It is a mistake to think that the 
story papers issued by the General Board of Education are 
'extras'. They are planned in relation to the regular cur-
riculum emphases carried in the other periodicals and un-
dated ma terials 1t. 
In the appendix of this paper will be found a general 
outline of the materials considered in this study. 
Now that due consideration has been given to the genera 
aims and materials of the Sunday school, as well as to the 
relative importance of the Methodist Church, the methods of 
determining the science content of the materials under dis-
cussion must be considered. 
Investigations related to the Topical Areas of Science 
Several studies have been made of the topical areas 
which make up the total general science content. Ziegler 
y 
in his study on fact retention used thirteen areas of genera 
science: (1) matter, work, and machines, (2) air, 
(3) water, · (4) heat, light, and sound, (5) weather, 
(6) solar system, (7) magnetism and electricity, (8) com-
munication, (9) transportation, (10) soil, plants and 
1/op. cit., p. 310. 
g/Robert T. Ziegler, "A Study of Facts ·Retention in General 
Science'', Science Education, (February, 1942), 26:83-84. 
, I 
I 
I 
~, 
I 
agriculture, (11) foods and the human body, (12) community 
health, and (13) origin of living things. y 
Jones in analyzing seven ninth-grade general science 
textbooks far evidences of scientific principles listed 
I 
I 
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y 
eleven topical areas. Leonelli in a similar study of eighth! 
grade textbooks used a similar list of topics. 
In a recent study involving the analysis of filmstrips, 
3/ 
Royal- formulated a composite list of topical areas. The 
eleven topics she included were: (1} astronomy, (2) sound, 
(3) light, (4) matter, (5) energy and simple machines, 
(6) weather and climate, (7) magnetism and electricity, 
(8) the earth's surface and its changes, (9) fire and heat, 
(10) fluids, and (11) living things. y 
John Read in 1949 surveyed the subject-matter content 
of eleven of the best selling general science textbooks and 
1/Ruth v. Jones, A Study of the Principles of Science Found 
in Ninth-Grade Textbooks of General Science, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, University of Michigan, l946. 
g/Renato Leonelli, A Study of the Principles of Science 
Found in Eighth-Grade Textbooks of General Science, Unpub-
lished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1947. 
~Mary-Patricia Royal, An Analysis of Filmstrips for Junior 
High School General Science in Terms of their Inclusion of 
Scientific Principles, Scientific Methods, and Scientific 
Attitudes, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1950. 
!/Read, op. cit. 
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- ====tl=,--==-=f=-o-un-= d ~hat all material fell into one of the eighteen topica ,I 
areas. The list of topics and their percentage content can 
be found in Appendix A of this paper. Since Read's topics 
include a broader coverage than any of the other suggested 
lists, his list is to be used in this 
what areas the science content of the 
study to determine int J. 
church school material ~ 
I 
fall. It is necessary to use a list with a broad coverage 
since the materials being analyzed are fran all grade. levels 
Investigations Related to Scientific Method 
It is well established now that one of the major ob-
jectives of science teaching is the understanding and use of 
the scientific method. To define scientific method means to 
tell what it involves, since it cannot be related directly 
to science alone, but can be applied to all areas of life. 
The importance of scientific method has been stated by 
Nichols: 
"There can be no more important or funda-
mental aim in the educational scheme than the 
thorough inculcation of the scientific method 
and attitude of mind, the use of the objective 
approach to knowledge. This will implement the 
exercise of reason, intelligence, wisdom, good 
judgment in human affairs, and will produce the 
most efficient technics and methods for conduct-
ing the ac ti vi ties of life" .1/ · 
1/John B. Nichols, "Rationalityand Emotionalism", School 
Science and Mathemat i cs, (April, 1946), 46:371. 
! 
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Other writers who have recently stressed the need for an y gj 
of this method are Teichman , Fuller , and understanding 
3/ 
Herrick- • · 
!I Curtis was one of the first to actually try to define 
the elements or steps of the scientific method. He analyzed 
the various steps used by many scientists in the process of 
discovery and invention. Through his study he established 
a list of ten steps in the scientific method. His list, how 
ever, was not complete or validated. 
The first validated list of the element~/of the 
scientific method was established by Keeslar- in 1945. His 
list, in its original form, contained 54 different elements 
of the scientific method. This same list, however, was 
later condensed to an abbreviated list of ten major elements 
All of the items were the result of the judgment of 22 re-
search scientists at the University of Michigan. Keeslar•s 
list of the ten basic elements of the scientific method stil 
yLouis Teicbiilan, "The Ability of Science Students to make 
Conclusions", Science Education, (December, 1944), 28:268-269 
2/E. c. Fuller, · "Education for Action", School and Society, 
TI~arch 6, 1948), 67:180-181 • 
.£/c. Judson Herrick, "Seeing and Believing", Scientific 
Monthly, (March, 1947), 64:192-195. 
!/Francis D. Curtis, "Teaching Scientific ·Methods", School 
Science and Mathematics, (November, 1934), 34:816-819. 
yoreon Keeslar, "Elements of Scientific Method", Science 
Education, (December, 1945), 29:273-278. 
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stands today as the sum total of previous thought in this I I 
area. For the purpose of this study, Keeslar's list will be I 
used to judge whether the elements of the scientific method I 
are being presented to Sunday school pupils. The c cmplete 1 
abbreviated list is reproduced in Appendix A. 
Investigations Related to Scientific Attitudes 
1/ 
As previously noted in the statement by Nichols- , 
scientific attitudes play as important a part in our total 
scientific thinking as does the scientific method. Although ~ 
attitudes and method may seem to be closely related, they ar 
2/ 
distinctly different concepts. Curtis- suggests that scien-
tific attitudes are essential in the use of the scientific 
method, while the scientific method contributes to the de·-
velopment of scientific attitudes. Scientific attitudes, 
'§_/ . 
according to Drake , are an essential part of our thinking 
if we are to adequately solve problems in all areas of our 
lives. !I Crowell made a study of the attitudes and skills 
1/Nichols, op. cit. 
y'curtis, op. cit. 
~William E. Drake, uThe Need for a 'Scientific Attitude", 
High School Journal, (November, 1935), 18:229-232. 
!/Victor L. Crowell, "Attitudes and Skills Essential to the I 
Scientific Method and Their Treatment in General Science and 
Elementary Biology Textbooks", School Science and Mathematic ~ , 
(May, 1937), -37:525-531. II 
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involved in the scientific method. In his study a list of 1 
scientific attitudes were established and agreed upon by 80% 
or more of a selected group of science teachers. These at-
titudes he felt were essential in the application of the 
scientific method. 
One of the greatest contributions to our knowledge of 
scientific attitudes has been that of Francis Curtis. In 
1924 he published his first list of scientific attitudes, · an 
in more recent years has revised the list. 
_I 
The revised list I 
of 13 scientific attitudes will be used in this study to de- I 
termine the attitudes included in church school materials. I 
The complete list may be found in Appendix A. 
Summary of Research I 
The Methodist Church is the largest Protestant denomina l 
tion in the United States, and through its religious educa-
tion programs it is influencing a significantly large number 
of our youth. The church school materials of the Methodist 
I 
Church can be considered representative of much of the I 
the materials Protestant religious education curriculum since 
I 
are built in accordance with the curriculum patterns sug-
gested by the International Council of Religious Education. 
I 1/0tis w. Caldwell, Francis D. Curtis, and Nina Henry Sherman, ~List of Scientific Attitudes", Everyday Biology, Ginn and 1 
Company, 1946, p. 624. ~ 
========~========================================================~3~-1·~======= 
Current trends in religious education writings seem to 
indicate that the importance of science and its methods have 
been recognized. This study will determine to what extent 
science content may be found in the religious education 
materials of the Methodist Church. 
. I 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
-Restatement of Problem 
This study is an analysis of the teaching materials used 
in the Methodist Church as related to science content. More 
specifically, it is concerned with the topical subjects of 
science, tbe scientific method, and scientific. attitudes as 
found in the most widely used Sunday school materials for 
young people six to seventeen years of age. 
Method of Selection of Materials 
The materials analyzed were selected on the basis of 
their relative usage. It was assumed that the most widely 
distributed materials, as indicated by circulation figures, 
were the most widely used materials. Since the story paper.s 
and the Group Graded lessons are periodicals, the availabilitw 
of the materials was also considered. It was found that the 
Boston University, School of Theology Library, had bound vol-
umes of all periodicals. This source was used for the revie 
of these materials. The Closely Graded lessons were made 
available by the purchase of as complete a set as possible. 
The Materials Analyzed 
The story papers, as listed in Table 1, were reviewed fo , 
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the year 1949. Every issue of all series, from the primary 
through the senior groups, was read. 
The Group Graded lessons, as listed in Table 1, were 
read for the three-year period, 1947-1949, since these les-
sons are constructed on the basis of a three-year curriculum 
The monthly periodical, Highroad, which contains Group 
Graded lessons for seniors, was read for only the year 1949. 
The Closely Graded lessons for pupil use are of two 
types. The old type of lesson consisted of a single pupil 
workbook, and is represented in this study by the Junior 
series of lessons. The new type of Closely Graded lesson is 
published in two parts, a reader, and a guide book, and is 
represented in this study by the Intermediate series. The 
lessons listed in Table 1 were reviewed for the total cur-
riculum for ages nine through fourteen, with the exception 
of a few parts which were not available. The parts that wer 
not read for this study are: Course VI, Part 1; Course VII, 
Part 2, Reader and Guide; and Course IX, Part 2, Reader. 
Criteria for Analysis 
1) 
The list established by Read was used to classify the 
general topical areas of science found in the materials re-
viewed.g/Tbe steps of the scientific method as compiled by 
Keeslar were used to determine what references were made to 
YRead, op. cit. 
2/Keeslar, op. cit. 
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the scientific method. In the search for scientific atti-
Y 
tudes, the list of attitudes by Curtis was used as criteria. 
All t~~ee of these lists may be found in Appendix A. 
Before the actual analysis was started it was necessary 
to decide how the inclusion of science content in the mate-
rials was to be determined. Since the writer bad no idea as 
to what amount of science material would be found, it was de 
cided that no specific limitations would be imposed. Any 
references at all, which seemed to the writer . to bear upon t~e 
area under discussion, were included in the analysis, and J 
placed in the proper category. In the case of the scientifi 
1 method and attitudes, a direct relationship was necessary be 
tween the suspected passage in the Sunday school materials 
and the criteria being used. 
Method of Analysis 
A card file was established for each individual series 
of story papers and lessons read. Each card included the 
name of the lesson series, the lesson number and date, the 
area under review, the page or pages devoted to the given 
topic, and a note as to the general nature of the subject. 
As the materials were read a new card was added for each pag 
which contained references to topics of science, scientific 
method, or scientific attitudes. If more than one reference 
1/Curtis, op. cit. 
=----=o=- -----------
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was made to a given topic on a single page, only one card was 
assigned to that page. If, on the other hand, two different 
areas were discussed, such as the human body and astronomy, 
two cards represented that page. A single card was also 
used for each page which included scientific attitudes or 
elements of the scientific method. If more than one element 
was suggested or discussed, however, each element was listed 
on the same card. The cards were filed according to lesson 
series. Special cards were included for pictures found in 
the materials, as well as for suggested activities related 
to science. The Closely Graded reader and guide for each 
part were treated as a unit; for example, statistics for 
Course VIl, Part 1, included data from both reader and guide. 
After the reading was completed, tally sheets were used 
for each individual lesson series, or story paper, and the 
frequencies of page references determined. Using the fre-
quency data along with the total pages read in the analysis, 
the percentage of science content was determined. A final 
review of the cards was made and a list compiled of the type 
of pictures found and activities suggested in the materials. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
Topical Areas of Science 
In the story papers.-- The five story papers read con-
tained a total of 2288 pages. Of this total, 219 pages had 
references related to science. Table 6 gives the number of 
pages containing science topics as found in each of the five 
story papers. The topics are listed in rank order as de-
termined by this study. The three highest groups were 
conservation, geology, and human body and food. When this 
order is compared with the rank order of Read's topics 
(Appendix A), it is evident that the general trend is to give 
the topics about the same importance as they have been found 
to have in general science texts. 
The science content was the smallest in Pictures and 
Stories and increased with each age group paper. Classmate 
provided by far the largest number of pages containing 
science topics, accounting for over half of the total pages. 
The high total for geology in Classmate was the result of a 
series of monthly articles concerning birthstones and their 
characteristics. It is interesting to note that scientific 
method numbered fourth. 
- 36 -
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Table 6. Number of Pages Containing Science Topics in 
.Methodist Church Scho ol Story Papers for 1949 • 
' 
Topical Pictures Trails Girls Boys Class- Total Number 
Area and for Today Toda:y mate of Pages Stories Juniorf for Topic 
Conservation 5 6 18 16 15 60 
Geology 0 1 5 1 31 38 
Body & Food 1 1 5 1 13 21 
Sci . Me thod 0 2 0 1 12 15 
Chemistry 0 5 0 2 5 12 
Miscellaneous 0 0 0 6 5 11 
Air 0 0 0 9 1 10 
Communication 0 0 0 0 9 9 
Weather 3 1 1 1 2 8 
Astronomy 0 2 2 0 4 8 
Magnet. & Elec ~e 0 0 0 0 7 7 
sound 0 0 0 0 7 7 
Transportation 0 2 2 1 1 6 
Light 0 0 0 0 4 4 
Water 1 0 0 1 0 2 
Heat 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Total Number 
of Pages 
Related to 10 20 33 
39 117 219 
Science 
I 
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In the Group Graded lessons.-- The Group Graded lessons 
read contained a total of 2832 pages. Of this total, 107 page 
had references to sc i ence topics. Table 7 gives the number of 
pages containing science topics in each of the five groups of 
les s ons for a three-year period. 
Table 7. Number of Page s Containing Science Topics in the 
Methodist Church School Group Graded Lessons , 
1947-1949 
Pri- Junior Lesson Bible High- Total Topical Quar- for Lesson road Number of Area mary Inter- for 1949 Pages for Class terly mediate Youth only Topic 
Body & Food 2 7 9 2 6 26 
Miscellaneous 0 3 7 0 6 16 
Conservat ion 2 4 1 3 3 13 
Astronomy 3 4 3 0 2 12 
Sci. Method 0 1 8 0 3 12 
Chemistry 0 4 6 1 0 11 
Geology 0 7 1 1 0 9 
Weather 0 1 0 0 3 4 
Magnet & Elec. 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Water 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Transportation 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Total Number 
of Pages 7 31 37 8 24 107 Related to 
Science 
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Note that Highroad statistics are for only a one-year period 
The topics are listed in rank order. The three highest 
topics were human body and food, miscellaneous, and conser-
vation. This order indicates tbat the science content of 
the Group Graded lessons is in about the same general propor-
tion as that found by Read. 
The Primary Class series contained the smallest number 
of pages with science content, while the Junior Quarterly 
and Lessons for Intermediates were the highest. The miscel-
laneous topic included general discussions on atomic energy 
and the lives of certain scient ists . Scientific method 
ranked fifth in these lessons, with astronomy also appearing 
high on the list. 
In the Closely Graded lessons.-- The Closely Graded 
lessons contained a total of 2688 pages. Of this total, 89 
pages had references to science topics. Table 8 gives the 
number of pages containing science topics for each course. 
The topics listed in rank order show that tbe three highest 
were conservation, geology, and human body and food. This 
order of topics, again, parallels tbe higher rank ing topics 
listed by Read, and is also in agreement with tbe first 
three topics found in the story papers in this analysis. 
Astronomy and scientific method, also, ranked high. 
Course V and Course VII contained the greatest number of 
pages with science topics. 
I 
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Table 8. Number of Pages Containing Science Top i cs in 
Methodist Church School Closely Graded Lessons 
for 1949 
Total 
Topical Cour se Course Course ·Course Course Course Number 
Area IV v VI VII VIII IX of Page:: f or 
Topic 
Conservation 2 5 3 9 0 1 20 
Geology 2 5 1 6 0 1 15 
Body & Food 1 8 0 4 0 1 14 
Astronomy 1 0 1 5 1 2 10 
Chemistry 0 5 0 3 0 1 9 
Sci . Method 0 3 2 5 0 2 8 
! 
Miscellaneous 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 
Bacteria 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 
Water 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 
Work 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Sound 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Communications 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Transportation 0 0 0 0 1 0 l 
I 
Total Number 
of Pages 7 23 7 37 4 ll 89 Related to 
Science 
I 
.. I 
-
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Table 9 shows the relative significance of the number of 
pages containing science topics in any particular story paper I 
or lesson. The table also shows the approximate number of 
lessons which would have to be read before a page related to 
science would be found. 
Table 9. Percentage of Pages Containing Science Topics and 
Approximate Number of Lessons per Science Topic 
Total Number Percentage Approximate 
Classifi cation Number of Pages of Pages Number of 
of Pages Related Related to Lessons per to Science Science Science Topic 
Story Papers 
Primary 208 10 4~7 5 
Junior 416 20 4.8 3 
Girls Today .416 33 7.9 2 
Boys Today 416 39 9.4 1 
Classmate 832 117 14.0 0.5 
Group Graded 
Primary Class 624 7 1.1 22 
Jr. Q.uarterly 480 31 6.5 5 
Intermediates 576 37 6~4 4 
Youth 576 8 1.4 19 
Highroad 576 24 4.2 2 
Closely Graded 
Course IV 25 6 7 2.7 22 
Course v 256 23 9.0 7 
Course VI 256 7 2.7 22 
Course VII 640 37 5~8 4 
Course VIII 640 4 0.6 39 
Course IX 640 11 1.7 14 
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For example, the 52 issues of Pictures and Stories contained ~ 
a total of 208 pages. Of this total 4.7%, or 10 pages, were l 
found to have some science content. In order to find one 
science topic in Pictures and Stories, then, about five is-
sues had to be read. 
From this data it is evident that for the story papers, 
Classmate had tre greatest amount of science content. 
Science topics occurred on the average of once every half 
issue in Classmate, or more simply, science topics occurred 
twice every issue. Classmate, also, had the largest per-
centage of pages related to science, 14%. 
For the Group Graded lessons, the Junior Quarterly had 
the largest percentage of pages related to science, but be-
cause of the greater number of pages per lesson the Lessons 
for Intermediates showed a higher occurrence rate for scienc 
topics. A page containing science content was found in evert 
fourth lesson on the average in Lessons for Intermediates. 
Although tbe general trend appears to be more science con-
tent with an increase in the a ge group being served, it is 
very evident that Bible Lessons for Youth are very low in 
science content. 
Of the Closely Graded lessons, Course V had the largest ! 
percentage of pages related to science. Course VII , however 
contained many more pages and so actually had more science 
topics per lesson than Course v. 
=~~==~~~~~~~~-=-====~·============~-~-~-======================-~=~~-==-~--=-~====-~--
How the three different types of Sunday School materials 
compare is made evident by Table 10. 
Table 10. The Relative Amount of Science Content of the 
Methodist Church School Story Papers, and 
Graded Lessons 
Classification 
Story Papers 
Group Graded Lessons 
Closely Graded Lessons 
Average Percentage 
of Pages 
Related to Science 
9.6 
3.8 
3.6 
Average Number 
of Lessons per 
Science Topic 
1.2 
6.3 
10.0 
The Story Papers had the largest percentage of pages 
containing science topics, with about one science topic, on 
the average, appearing in every issue. The Closely Graded 
lessons had only 3.6fo of their pages related to science. 
Science topics appeared on the average in only 1 out of 10 
lessons in the Closely Graded lessons . 
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Elements of the Scientific Method 
In the Story Papers.-- The story papers had very few refer-
ences to any of the elements of the scientific method. Of 
the 15 pages which contained references to the scientific 
method, 12 pages were in Classmate. A total of 55 references 
were made to the elements of the scientific method. Classmat' 
II 
contributed 46 of the 55 references. Table 11 shows the tota~ 
story paper contribution, as well as the individual . contribu-
tion of Classmate. None of the other papers had any refer-
ences of significant magnitude to warrant inclusion in this 
table. Although Classmate contained the largest number of 
references to the elements, the relative page percentage of 
1.4 is very low. 
Table 11. Percentage and Frequency of the Elements of the 
Scientific Method found in the Methodist Church 
School Story Papers, 1949. 
' 
Total Number of Percentage Frequency 
Classification Number Pages ·Re- of pages of 
of Pages lated to Related to Elements 
Scientific S.cientific 
Method Method 
Classmate 832 12 1.4 46 
Total for all 2288 15 0.6 55 Story Papers 
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In the Group Graded lessons.-- The Group Graded lessons 
had fewer references to the elements of the scientific 
method than did the story papers. Only one lesson series, 
Lessons for Intermediates, contained any significant number 
of references to the scientific method . This lesson had 30 
of the 41 total references. The Group Graded lessons al-
together had only 14 pages which had references to the scien-
tific method. Lessons for Intermediates had 9 pages. 
Table 12 compares the Group Graded lesson which had 2 or more 
pages related to scientific method. 
Table 12 . Percentage and Frequency of the Elements of the 
Scientific Method found in the Methodist Church 
Group Graded Lessons, 1947-1949 
Total Number of Percentage Frequency 
Classification Number Pages Re- of pages of 
!of Pages la ted to Related to Elements 
Scientific Scientific 
Method Method 
Lessons for 576 
Intermediates 
9 1.7 30 
Highroad 576 3 0.5 7 
Junior ~uarterly 480 2 0.4 4 
Total for all 
Group Graded 2832 14 0.5 41 
Lessons · 
I. 
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In the Closely Graded les sons.-- Of the 2688 pages read, 
only 11 pages contained references to the elements of the 
scientific method. Table 13 indicates that although a par-
ticular course may give greater emphasis to the scientific 
method, the total contribution of the Closely Graded lessons 
is very small. Only those courses which had 3 or more pages 
related to the scientific method were included. 
Table 13. Percentage and Frequency of the Elements of the 
Scientific Method found in the Methodist Church 
Closely Graded Lessons 
Class ific at ion 
Course V 
Course VII 
Total for all 
Closely Graded 
Lessons 
Total Number of 
Number Pages Re -
of Pages lated t o 
Scientific 
Method 
256 
640 
2688 
5 
3 
11 
Percentage 
of pages 
Related to 
Scientific 
Method 
2 . 0 
0 . 5 
0 . 4 
Frequency 
of 
Elements 
10 
16 
34 
Although the total frequency for the inclusion of the 
elements of the scientific method is very small, i t is eviden 
from Table 14 that all elements are fairly well represented . 
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The rank order of the elements was nearly the same for 
each type of material, and is presented in Table 14. 
Table 14: Elements of Scientific Method in order of their 
Frequency in the Methodist Church School Materials 
Scientific Attitudes 
In the Story Papers. -- A total of 42 pages had refer-
ences to 6i scientific attitudes as indicated in Table 15. 
Classmate provided the largest number of references with 
Trails for Juniors and Boys Today following in that order. 
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Table 15. Number and percentage of pages containing Scientific ! 
Attitudes in the Methodist Church School Story Papers 
I 
In the Group Graded lessons.-- Table 16 shows that of the 
total of 2832 pages read, 68 pages had references to scientifi~ 
attitudes. These 68 pages also contained 68 separate refer-
Table 16. Number and percentage of pages containing Scientific 
Attitudes in the Methodist Church School Group 
Graded Lessons, 1947-1949 
I I 
Total Number of Percentage Frequency 
Classification Number Pages of pages of of with with Attitudes 
Pages Scien ti fie Scientific 
Attitudes Attitudes 
Highroad 576 8 1.4 10 
Junior ~uarterly 480 12 2.5 18 
Lessons for 576 Intermediates 35 6.1 27 
Total for all 
Group Graded 2832 68 2.4 68 
Lessons 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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ences to scientific attitudes. The lesson contributing the 
most references was Lessons for Intermediates. Only the les-
sons which made a significant contribution are included in 
Table 16. 
In the Closely Graded Lessons.-- A total of 37 pages out 
of 2688 pages contained references to scientific attitudes. 
There were 44 separate references made, as indicated in 
Table 17, Course VII and Course V contributing the greatest 
number of pages to scientific attitudes. 
Table 17. Number and Percentage of Pages containing Scientific 
Attitudes in the Methodist Church School Closely 
Graded Lessons 
" 
\ 
' 
I 
Total Number of Percentage Frequency 
Number Pages with of pages of Classification of Scientific with At titudes 
Pages Attitudes. Scientific 
Attitudes 
' 
Total for All 
Closely Graded 2688 37 1.4 44 
Lessons 
Table 18 shows that greater emphasis is given certain 
scientific attitudes in Sunday school materials than others. 
The attitude numbers refer to the attitudes as listed in 
Appendix A. The five highest ranking attitudes in order are: 
curiosity to know about one's environment, determination not 
to believe in superstitions of any sort; the intention to 
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respect another's point of view; the belief that truth itse ] .P 
never changes; and an unwillingness to accept as facts any 
statements that are not supported by convincing proof. 
Table 18 . Frequency of Scientific Attitudes in the Methodist 
Church School Materials 
Scientific Frequency 
Attitudes Story Group Graded <J.Lose.Ly u-rad.ed. Total 
!Papers Lessons Lessons 
# 1 14 14 22 50 
# 4 18 8 0 26 
# 12 0 12 2 14 
# 5 2 7 4 13 
# 3 8 3 1 12 
# 10 0 7 3 10 
f# 6 6 0 3 9 
# 7 6 0 3 9 
# 8 3 4 2 9 
# 11 0 7 1 8 
# 9 3 1 •. 2 6 
# 2 1 3 1 5 
# 13 0 2 0 2 
Total 61 68 44 173 
Suggested Activities and Photographs 
The following lists give a general idea as to the 
amount and type of suggested activities and photographs 
related to science found in the church school materials. 
Suggested Activities.-- In the "story papers: 
List of science books to read 
Nature hobbies 
Bird walk 
I 
Questions - General science 
Airplane model building 
Multiple choice test on general science topics 
Star party 
Bird nest collecting 
Matching common terms of science 
Nature photography 
Developing and printing pictures 
Snake co lle c t ing 
Making leaf prints 
Growing plants without soil 
In the Group Graded lessons: 
Collect seeds in Fall 
Read science magazines 
Visit a quarry 
Make a star chart 
Star party 
Nature walk 
Plant seeds and watch growth 
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Keep nature calendar of interesting things seen 
Write report on some great scientist 
Study design of snowflakes 
Study insects 
Watch for beauties of nature 
~uestians-what natural laws responsible for 
certain inventions 
Bird walk 
In the Closely Graded lessons: 
Ask about conservation techniques 
Use of magnifying glass 
Collect butterflies 
Use of microscope 
Wild plant terrarium 
Read science books 
Questions-contribution of coal, etc. to our lives 
~uestions-source of paper, nylon, etc. 1 
Nature walk 
Blueprints of flowers 
Collect flowers 
Chemical test of alcohol 
Star watch 
Keeping records-camera, blueprints 
Field trips-museums and libraries 
Investigations 
Vastness of universe 
Weather 
Earthquakes 
Diseases 
I 
I 
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Among the story papers, Boys Today had the largest num- l 
ber of suggested activities related to science. Nearly all ! 
of the activities listed under Group Graded lessons came from 
the Junior Q.uarterly. Courses III, IV, and VI of the Closel ll 
Graded lessons contained the largest number of activities in 
that series. 
Photographs.-- In the story papers: 
Bald eagle 
Types of leaves 
Railroads 
Method of wind seeding 
Flower construction 
Ultrafax diagram 
Heat pump diagram 
Caverns 
Telephoto equipment 
Glacier 
Energy spectrum 
Telescope 
Diamond cutting techniques 
Types of eyes 
In the Group Graded lessons: 
Hoover Dam 
Chemist . 
Cloud types 
Chemical laboratories 
Telescope 
In the Closely Graded lessons: 
Dam 
Constellation chart 
Chemist 
Geologist 
Mechanic 
Engineer 
Miners 
Classmate contained more pictures related to science 
than did any other one paper or lesson. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the 
science content of the Sunday school material of the Methodis 
Church as related to science topics, scientific method, and 
scientific attitudes. 
For the year 1949, 2288 pages of story paper material 
were read. Of this total 219 pages, or 9.6%, were devoted to 
topical areas of science. References to scientific method 
were found in 15 pages, or 0.6%. Scientific att i tudes ap-
peared on 42 pages, or 1.8% of the total pages. The story 
papers contained science topics of a wide variety but of a 
' . ' 
very general nature in most instances. All story papers con-
tained some science content, but Classmate contributed the 
greatest amount in all areas. 
The Group Graded lessons for the period, 1947-1949, con-
tained a total of 2832 pages and had 107 pages, or 3.8%, de-
voted _to science. Scientific method references appeared on 
14 pages, while 68 pages contained scientific attitudes. 
Lessons for Intermediates contributed the greatest number of 
pages of science content. 
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The Closely Graded lessons had the smallest amount of I 
science content. A total of 2688 pages contained 89 pages, ~~ 
or 3.6% with science content. Course VII included the great-
est number of references to science. 
In the Group Graded lessons and the Closely Graded 
Courses the science content appeared in only certain units. 
Scientific attitudes and elements of the scientific 
method were usually found in materials dealing specifically 
with science or with a phase of our modern life. The scien- \ 
I tific attitudes most common throughout the materials were; 
I 
I 
curiosity to know about one's environment' and the determina-
tion not to believe in superstitions of any sort. 
Conclusions 
(1) Most of the Sunday school materials reviewed con-
tained some science content. 
(2) Most of the story papers and lessons contained a 
minimum of science. 
(3) Classmate, Lessons for Intermediates, and Course VII I 
I 
of the Closely Graded lessons contained the highest amount o · 
science content for each of their groups. 
(4) The elements of the scientific method were presented 
in a haphazard manner and were not evident at all in most of 
the materials. 
(5) Scientific attitudes, in part, are given a significa ~ 
I 
place in the church school materials. 
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(6) No statements in serious conflict with scientific 
knowledge were found. 
Recommendations 
-
Because the writer of this study is not too well ac-
quainted with the total religious education program, he is 
I 
not in a position to state the amount of science topics whic1 
should be found in religious education material. It is hoped 
· that religious education curriculum editors will give serioud 
i 
thought to the results of this study and definitely establis~ 
the place of science in their materials. Since the scientif i c 
I 
method is so much a part of our lives today, the writer feelJ 
I 
that it should be given a much more prominent position in th~~ ~ 
materials which are guiding the everyday living of our 
I child;ren. 
The amount of research which can be done in this area 
of science and religion is almost unlimited. The relation-
ship of science and religion is now being established. 
Specific investigations in all areas of religion and science 
is necessary. The findings of this study, indicating at 
least a positive approach to science, should encourage fur-
ther research. 
.I 
I 
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LIST OF TOPICAL AREAS FOUND IN GE..l'lliRAL SCIENCE TEXTS-
WITH 
PERCENTAGE OF SUBJECT-MATTER COl\TTENT 
Topic 
1. Human Body, Food 
2. Conservation {Plants & Animals) 
3. Work and Machines 
. 4. Air 
5. Water 
6. Heat 
7. Weather 
8. Astronomy 
9. Magnetism and Electricity 
10. Bacteria 
11. Geology 
12. Chemistry, Fire 
13. Scientific Method 
14. Sound 
15. Light 
16. Communication 
17. Transportation 
18. Miscellaneous 
Percent 
11 
10 
10 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
4 
' 3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
less than .5 
1/Jobn G. Read, unpublished study of the subject-matter 
content of eleven best-selling general science texts, 
Boston University, 1949. 
1/ 
LIST OF THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF TEE SCIENTIFIC METHOD-
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1. Sensing a problem and deciding to try to .find the answer 
to it. 
2. Defining the problem. 
a. Stating the problem in words. 
b. Analyzing the problem into its essential f actors. 
3. Studying the situation for all facts and clues bearing 
upon the problem. · 
a. Drawing upon past experience, both personal and those 
reported in literature, for possible explanations or 
generalizations to account for the phenomena observed. 
4. Ms.king the best tentative explanations or hypotheses as 
to the possible solution of the problem. 
a. Recognizing the assumptions which must be made if one 
goes beyond the known fac t s in formulating a 
hypothesis. 
5. Selecting the most likely hypothesis. 
6. Inventing and carefully planning one or more experiments 
to test the hypothesis, isolating the experimental factoi 
whenever possible by using a control. . 
a. Deciding upon the kinds of evidence which should be 
collected. 
b. Choosing reliable methods of collecting evidence. 
c. Refining measuring instruments to the degree warrantee 
by the nature of the problem. I 
d. Practicing to gain skill in manipulation in order to 
secure accurate result s . 
7. Testing the hypothesis by carrying out the experiment 
with great care and accuracy. 
a. Preventing · as far as possible all un controlled 
variations in the conditions which might affect the 
results. 
b. Making quantitative measurements of experimental re-
sults and estimating the probable error of such 
measurements. 
1/ 0reon Keeslar, "A Survey of Research Studies Dealing with 
the Elements of Scientific Method as Objectives of Instruc-
tion in Science," Science Education, (October, 1945), 29:216 
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7. (Continued) 
c. Recording the results, adhering strictly to standard 
definitions and usage of scientific terms. 
d. Organizing the pertinent data so that they may be 
studied and summarized. 
8. Running check experiments involving the same experimental 
factor to verify the results secured in the original 
experiment. 
a. Studying the conditions of the experiment in order to 
detect any omission, defects, or errors, particularly 
those errors which might have been introduced in the 
experimental results by coincidence or chance. 
b. Recognizing, and, if possible, checking further the 
validity of the assumptions involved in setting up the 
experiment. 
9. Drawing a conclusion. 
a. Arriving at a solution to the problem based on an 
honest, unbiased appraisal of data. 
b. Suspending judgment when results are not conclusive. 
c. Calling attention in the conclusion to those basic 
assumptions which it has been necessary to maintain 
throughout tbe procedure. 
10. Ue.king inferences based on this conclusion when facing 
new situations in which the same factors are operating. 
-==~=T========================================~==== 
~ . 
LIST OF SCIENTIFIC ATTITUDES 
1. A curiosity to know about one's environment. 
2. The belief that nothing can happen without a cause and 
that occurrences that seem strange and mysterious can 
always be explained by natural causes. 
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3. An unwillingness to accept as facts any statements that 
are not supported by convincing proof. 
4. The determination not to believe in superstitions of any 
sort. 
5. The belief that truth itself never changes, but that our 
ideas of what is true change as we gain more and more 
knowledge. 
6. An intention not to experiment or to work blindly and 
carelessly, but to begin only after careful planning. 
7. The determination to be careful and accurate in all 
one's observations. 
8. A willingness to consider all the evidence and to try to 
decide whether it really relates to the matter which is 
being considered, whether it is sound and sensible, and 
whether it is complete enough to allow a conclusion to 
be made. 
9. A determination not to base final conclusions on one or 
a few observations, but to work as long as may be neces-
sal''Y in order to secure an answer to a problem. 
10. The desire to do one's own observing and experimenting, 
but a willingness to use the results of other scientists' 
work. 
11. The willingness to change an opinion or a•conclusion if 
later evidence shows that it is wrong. 
12. The intention to respect another's point of view. 
13. The determination to prevent one's own likes and dislikes 
from influencing one's judgment. 
1/0tis w. Caldwell, Francis D. Curtis, and Nina Henry Sherman, 
"'l'List of Scientific Attitudes," Everyday Biology, Ginn and Co 
pany, Boston, 1946, p. 624. 
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APPENDIX B 
I 
N MATERIALS 
for the 
METHODIST· CHURCH 
SCHOOL LITERATURE 
October, 1951---September, 1952 
MATERIALS FOR CHILDREN 
GROUP GRADED LESSONS for use where several ages are grouped 
in one class. Thus there is a leaflet for kindergarten children 4 and 5 
years old, another for primary children 6, 7, and 8, and a quarterly 
for juniors 9, 10, and 11, with teacher's helps in Child Guidance in 
Christian Living. For a nursery group the CLOSELY GRADED CouRSES 
should be used. 
ADDITIONAL SESSIONS for juniors 9, 10, and 11. 
MATERJ,ALS FOR CHILDREN IN SMALL CHURCHES. The pupils' 
materials are the same as for group graded. Teacher's helps for 
children 4 to 8· appear in Children's Class, Teacher's Quarterly; for 
children 9 to 11 in Boys and Girls Class, Teacher's Quarterly. 
CLOSELY GRADED CouRSES for use in any department that is 
large enough to grade the children, with a separate class for every 
age and grade. 
MATERIALS FOR YOUTH 
GROUP GRADED LESSONS for intermediates 12 to 14; for seniors 
15 to 17; for older youth 18 to 2 3 ; and for youth in small churches. 
EVENING MEETING MATERIALS for intermediates 12 to 14; for 
seniors 15 to 17 and older youth 18 to 23; and for youth in small 
churches. 
CLOSELY GRADED CouRSES for intermediates 12 to 14, for use 
where the department is divided into separate classes for grades 
7 8, and 9. 
MATERIALS FOR ADULTS 
INTERNATIONAL LEssoNs SERIES in Wesley Quarterly, and Adult 
Student, with helps for the teacher in Adult Teacher also in Bible 
Lessons for Adults also with helps for teachers in Bible Lessons for 
Adults-Teacher's Quarterly, for very small schools. 
THE ADULT BIBLE CouRSE, in Adult Student, with helps for the 
teacher in Adult Teacher 
LEARNING FOR LIFE DrscusSIONS, including aids for the leader 
in the new quarterly, Learning for Life. 
Many of the descriptions of lessons 
listed on this chart were prepared by 
the lesson committees of the National 
Council of Churches and have been 
adapted by the Curriculum Committee 
of The Methodist Church. All descrip-
tions are copyrighted and used by per-
mission. Outlines of Curriculum, con-
taining full descriptions of all lesson 
materials listed here, may be ordered 
for 50 cents from the House serving 
your territory. 
THE METHODIST 
PUBLISHING HOUSE 
Please order from House serving you 
Baltimore 3 Chicago II Cincinnati 2 
Dallas I Detroit I Kansas City 6 
Nashville 2 New York II Pittsburgh 30 
Portland 5 Richmond 16 San Francisco 2 
GROUP GRADED MATERIALS FOR CHILD 
DATE 
KINDERGARTEN 
{Ages 4, 5) 
Stories for pupils are published 
in KINDERGARTEN LESSON PIC· 
TURES; teacher's helps in CHILD 
G u iDANCE. 
PRIMARY (Ages 6, 7, 8) 
Lesson materials for pupils are 
p u b I i s he d in TilE PRIMARY 
CLASS; teacher's helps in CHILD 
GUIDANCE. 
JUNIOR (Ages 9, 10, 11) 
Lessons for pupils are found in 
JUNIOR QOARTERLY; teacher's 
helps in CHILD GuiDANCE. 
ADDITIONAL SESSIONS FOR JUNIORS, published in CHILD GUIDANCE 
October-December April-June July-September 
The color with titles indicates 
• 
Bible 
• 
Church D Christian So~ial Relations major emphasis. While all units 
have a biblical basis, not all can 
be labeled OS distinctly Bible 
1tudies. Unit titles are in italics. • 
Home Personal Faith and Experience 
• 
Missions 
DATE 
INTERMEDIATE ( 12-14) 
Lesson materials for pupils are 
published in LESSONS FOR INTER· 
~I EDIATES; teacher's helps m 
WoRKERS W!TH YouTH. 
INTERMEDIATE 
EVENING MEETINGS 
Material published in INTERME~ 
DIATE FELLOWSHIP-EVENING 
MEETINGS; counselors' notes in 
WoRKERS WITH YouTH. 
SENIORS (Ages 15-17) 
Lesson materials are publiahed 
in HIGHROAD; teacher'& help& in 
WoRKERS WITH YouTH. 
GRADED LESSONS FOR OLDER YOUTH ( 18-23), published in CHRISTIAN ACTION 
January-March July-September 
The color with titles indicates 
• 
Bible 
• 
Chu•ch 0 Christian Social Relations major emphasis. While all units 
have a biblical basis, not all can 
be labeled as distinctly Bible Home 
• 
Personal Faith and Experience Millions studies. Unit titles 11re in itali,s. 
REN AND YOUTH 
;ENIOR-OLDER YOUTH 
EVENING MEETINGS 
laterials published in HIGH· 
JAD; counselors' notes in WoRK· 
lS wiTH YouTH. 
LESSONS FOR YOUTH 
IN SMALL CHURCHES 
Lessons are published in BmLE 
LESSONS FOR YOUTH; teacher's 
helps in BIBLE LESSONS FOR 
YouTH-TEACHER's QuARTERLY. 
PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH 
IN SMALL CHURCHES 
Programs are published in PRO• 
GRAM QUARTERLY. 
----------------- -
., ... ,.~ .. ~ ..... -
. '":'"':·'f~~1 :· •. 
DATE 
MATERIALS FOR PARENTS, published in THE CHRISTIAN HOME 
October, 1951 
F amilie• Face the Future 
November, 1951 
Christian Families Influence Com .. 
munity Life 
January, 1952 
It's a Small World 
February, 1952 
Understanding How Children 
Grow 
December, 1951 March, 1952 
T he Christmas Spirit Can Trans- Spending Money Is Teaching 
ation 
~ he color with titles indicates • Bible 
1ajor emphasis. While all unita • Church 
April, 1952 
Achieving Spiritual and Emotion· 
al Maturity 
May, 1952 
National Family Week 
July, 1952 
The Family'• Attitude Toward 
Work 
August, 1952 
Do We Play "Follow the Lead· 
er'' ? 
September, 1952 
The Word of Life in Living Lan• 
lave a biblical basis, not an can 
•o labeled 11 distinctly Bible • H 
tudiea. U•it lill.s ,,. i• italiu. ome • Personal Faith and Experience 
0 Christian Social Relations 
• Missions 
1 
-
If.-
Note : This lesson outline does not cover the 
period from which the survey materials 
of this study were taken . It does , 
however , give the typical curriculum 
outlines with unit and lesson titles . 
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LESSON COURSES 
For Adults 
CLOSELY GRADED COURSES 
INTERNATIONAL LESSON SERIES 
These lessons are published in ADULT STU· 
DENT, and WESLEY QUARTERLY, with teacher's 
helps in ADULT TEACHER j and in BIBLE LESSONS 
FOR ADULTS, with teacher's helps in BIBLE LES• 
SONS FOR ADULTS: TEACHER'S QUARTERLY. 
1951 
LEARNING FOR LIFE DISCUSSIONS 
Material for these discussions is published in 
the new quarterly, LEARNING FOR LIFE, which 
also carries aids for the leader. The various 
units, after publication, may be secured and 
used as undated units, at any time. Order by 
title and serial number. 
Published July, 1952, Serial Number LL 6 
"The America'n Way of Life" (9 sessions) 
"The RediscoYery of Christian Values in Vocations" 
(4 sessions) 
COURSES AND MATERIALS 
NURSERY 
Letters for parents of children on the nursery 
home roll, issued quz.rterly. Price, 3 cents each. 
A1:es 2 and 3 
The Two-Year-Old at Home, a manual for par-
ents. Price, 25 cents per quarter. 
When the Two-Year-Old Comes to Church, 
leader's book. Price, $1.00. 
Religious Nurture in Nursery Class and Home, 
for the teacher of the nursery class for three-
year-aids and the mother in the home, $1.00. 
My Book, pupil ' s book for three-year-olds (in 
four parts). Price, 17 cents for each part. 
KINDERGARTEN 
Ages 4 and 5 
Pupil's leaflets 
for each part .18 cents 
Activity sheets 
for each part 18 cents 
Teacher's Manual 
for each part . 40 cents 
Picture sets for each part .. $1.25 
Messages to parents 
lor each part . 3 cents 
PRIMARY 
Ages 6, 7, and 8 
Pupil's Bo~k 
for each part 
Teacher's Textbook 
for each part 
.35 cents 
. 50 cents 
Picture sets for each part .. $1.25 
JUNIOR 
Ages 9, 10, and 11 
Pupil's Book 
for 13 weeks 
Teach<!r's Manual 
for 13 weeks 
.30 cents 
. 50 cents 
Superintendent's Manual 
(for all three courses) . 50 cents 
INTERMEDIATE 
Ages 12, 13, and 14 
Pupil's Reading Book 
for each part . 30 cents 
Pupil's Cuidebook 
for each part 
Leader's Cuide 
for each part 
Counselor's Cuide 
(lor all parts) 
Picture sets 
.20 cents 
.40 cents 
.50 cents 
(for departmental use) .$2.50 
SECOND 
YEAR 
COURSE I 
COURSE 
VIII 
The color with titles indicates major emphasis. While all units have a 
,biblical basis, not all can be labeled as distinctly Bible studies. • Bible • Home 
FALL QUARTER 
When the Two-Year-Old 
Comes to Church 
Religious Nurture in 
and Home 
My Book for Fall 
• Church 
WINTER QUARTER 
When the Two-Year-Old 
Comes to Church 
Religious Nurture in Nursery Class 
and Home 
My Book for Winter 
Friends to Know and Love ( 13) 
Personal Faith and Experience 
SPRING QUARTER 
When the Two-Year-Old 
Comes to Church 
Religious Nurture in Nursery Class 
and Home 
My Book for Spring 
0 Christian Social Relations 
SUMMER QUARTER 
When the Two-Year-Old 
Comes to Church 
Religious Nurture in Nursery Class 
and Home 
My Book for Summer 
Busy..,;rimes in Summer-(9) 
Growing !JI!...(il 
• Missions 
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